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Starting a career as a documentarian, and then making a transition to multimedia twenty years later,
has focused my attention on the definition of photography. From images dependent upon reflected
light, to those created in cyberspace, I have been fascinated with the exploration of reality when it 
comes to non-fiction and fictional imagery. Straight photographs may come up short when parts
distract rather than enhance the image. Photoshop allows for the rebuilding of images into something 
else, but are often over fictionalized with the extreme use of the “tools in the box” readily available.
I have tried to be true to both approaches—in the simplest of ways—by only relying on an iPhone
camera and the digital “stitching” of seven square images into a row.
The dense wooded areas that I have photographed already resemble “slivers” with their dependence
upon thin lines. But a panoramic image will likely have areas that just don’t fit the impression that I
have of a particular area. So, I photograph an area in one session and then arrange seven disparate
images into a believable landscape. No attempt is made to hide or disguise where images join, as 
I want to stay true to what was seen, but this discovery generally requires close inspection and is
beside the point. What I have captured is a “representation” of what I encountered with the making
of still camera exposures and the minor manipulation using digital tools.
Ron Geibert November 2018
The archival pigment prints measure 10x34 inches with the actual image 4x28 inches in size.
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